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1. Introduction 
 
The purpose of the seminar was to examine the good practices undertaken in Wales to prepare for 
the projected impacts of climate change on tourism destinations and heritage assets and assess 
the scope to transfer those practices to other partner regions. The challenges facing the tourism 
and heritage sector through extreme weather events was illustrated on the day of the seminar by 
the fact that North Wales received the equivalent of a month’s rainfall that day followed by extreme 
flooding in Southern Spain later on in that week. 
 
The seminar started with introductory remarks by Marilyn Lewis, Director of Cadw, who was 
chairing the seminar morning session, a speech of welcome from the Mayor of Conwy, Councillor 
Cedric Rigal and a brief speech by the Chair of the Municipal Council of South Pelion, Mr Kostas 
Papamarkakis highlighting the challenges posed by extreme climatic conditions. 
 
Manos Vougloukas, the Project Coordinator provided an overview of the CHARTS Interreg IVC 
project, he stated that the objects were to: 

 Build on experiences 

 Exploit the lessons of previous projects in cultural tourism 

 Transfer highly relevant Good Practices between participating regions and Europe wide 

 Contribute to the Lisbon and Gothenburg Agendas 
 
12 good practices had been identified 8 of which were to be subject of workshops the first of which 
was Climate Change. Transfer of Good Practices was defined as a practice developed and or 
adopted by one partner that has a concrete and measurable impact on another partner (e.g. 
through inclusion in policies and action plans, the initiation of a pilot project or through the adoption 
of a certain methodology by this other partner). 
 
The sub objectives of the project were to: 

 Transfer 8 good practices 

 Deliver 10 Implementation Plans 

 Involve all key stakeholders in Culture & Tourism 

 Disseminate the project outputs to EU Institutions, international bodies and relevant 
networks 

 
The project will also involve 12 staff exchanges between partners, a study tour, a web site and a 
final conference in Cardiff. 
 
Nigel Adams from ECTN then gave an overview of climate change and two initiatives in Wales. 
He first set out the international perspective by reference to UNWTO Davos Declaration and their 
background paper for the Copenhagen Summit on Climate Change. The Davos Declaration 
recognised that climate is a key resource for tourism as it governs seasonality and the type of 
products developed by the industry, tourism is therefore sensitive to the impacts of climate change. 
UNWTO estimated that tourism contributed 5% of global CO2 emissions because of its 
dependence on transport. UNWTO recognised the need to encourage sustainable tourism which 
reflects a quadruple bottom line of environmental, social, economic and climate responsiveness. 
 
The Declaration stated that the Tourism sector must rapidly respond to climate change through 
action to: 

 Mitigate its GHG emissions 

 Adapt tourism businesses & destinations to changing climate 

 Improve energy efficiency 

 Secure financial resources to help poor regions 

 Introduce awareness programmes for stakeholders 

 Targeted climate information services 

 Mitigation measures throughout the tourism value chain 

 Conserve biodiversity & landscapes 

 Focus on products that generate less carbon emissions 
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The 2009 UNWTO report predicted that CO2 emissions from global tourism by 2035 could grow by 
130% largely from air travel under as business as usual scenario. 
 
Nigel Adams then reported on the findings of the “Impact of Climate Change on the Welsh Visitor 
Economy” report. The study which used the UK Climate Projections 09 indicated warmer drier 
summers and warmer wetter winters with temperatures increasing 3.8 to 6.8C by 2050s. Medium 
term predicated an increase in optimum tourism activity days but negative impacts from increased 
winter rainfall, storm events leading to flooding and infrastructure problems. The report 
recommended increased collection of data on recreational activity rates and weather conditions, 
more research to assess climate drivers alongside non climate drivers of tourist behaviour and 
examination of supply side effects of climate change on the visitor economy. It called for a more 
coordinated approach to climate adaptation and mitigation in tourism and more advice to the 
tourism industry. 
 
Finally Nigel Adams spoke about the Wales Economic Research Unit Tourism Impact Model which 
measures the economic and environmental impacts of tourism. Transport was identified as the 
major source of emissions for the tourism sector with total tourism emissions at the destination 
level contributing 10.9% of total Welsh emissions. The issues of whether to include outbound 
tourism and the need to improve data from individual business have still to be resolved. 
 
 

2. Session 1: Identifying and addressing the risks posed by Climate 
Change to Our Historic Environment  

 
Impact of Climate Change & Measures to minimise the impact of Climate Change in the 
Historic Buildings of Wales, John Edwards Assistant Director, Cadw 
 
John Edwards introduced the topic by saying that our weather patterns were increasingly 
uncertain.  Wales had experienced the wettest summer since 1912. Tourism businesses were 
suffering from drop in demand as a result of the wet summer and the extreme weather conditions 
were increasingly affecting buildings. Buildings are part of the problem due to the energy that they 
use, but energy efficient buildings were perceived to be part of the solution. He highlighted 
research which showed that per square metre pre 1900 building were the most energy efficient 
with buildings built in the 1990s and 2000’s the second most energy efficient  though they are 8% 
less energy efficient, buildings from 1940’s and 1950’s were the least energy efficient being 45% 
less efficient than the pre 1900 buildings. He quoted  from a DCA/HM Courts Service report “from 
energy usage records we know that buildings from the early part of the 20th century and before 
tend to use less energy than the equivalent more recent buildings, due to their inherent design and 
construction.” 
 
In Wales 34% of all buildings are pre 1919 and therefore categorised as traditional. The problem is 
that traditional buildings are misunderstood by most of those who deal with them.  Building 
Regulations do not fully take account of their performance characteristics, and methods used to 
produce Energy Performance Certificates are flawed.  Very often design and construction and 
whether the condition of the building is affecting its performance are also misunderstood. 
Traditional buildings perform differently from modern buildings in terms of their energy use, 
knowledge and expertise is based on new construction. There is a need to maintain the building 
fabric properly and avoid heat loss through damp walls. A major problem is that the materials and 
tools required for re-pointing stone and brick joints in traditional buildings is different from modern 
buildings. Money and energy is wasted by the use of inappropriate techniques and materials. 
 
The Sustainable Traditional Buildings Alliance (STBA) has been created to promote a better 
understanding and more informed approach to traditional buildings by mainstream and heritage 
crafts and professions. He stated that Cadw had purchased a 19th century terrace property in 
Cwmdare to: 

 undertake tests and analysis 

 understand performance 

 input into the pool of expertise being developed 
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 Cadw to influence Welsh Government Housing (ARBED) & Regeneration 

 provide guidance to partners 

 training in crafts & professional skills 
He stated that we need to repair buildings before we insulate them. 
 
Preparing for Climate Change in the Historic Environment: Jill Bullen, Senior Landscape 
Specialist, Countryside Council for Wales 
 
Jill Bullen presented a strategic approach by the Historic Environment Group for assessing the 
potential impact of climate change on the historic environment of Wales. The objectives were to: 

 Identify and assess sensitivity of historic assets 

 Produce a risk assessment based upon sensitivity to change, likelihood and impact 
 
Jill outlined the mid-range projections from the UK Climate Change Projections 2009, of warmer 
mean temperatures, and more extreme weather which could have significant impact upon certain 
historic assets. The longer term trends may have the greatest impacts and both direct and indirect 
impacts may have consequences for the historic environment. The direct outcomes of change 
were identified as: 

 Rise in sea levels 

 Frequent high winds/storms 

 More flooding events 

 Drying out, desiccation and erosion of wetlands 

 Drying and shrinking of clay soils 

 Longer growing season 

 Stress on some trees and plants 

 Migration of pests and diseases into Britain 
 
The approach identified 12 classes of historic assets ranging from broad categories such as 
historic landscapes, parks & gardens and historic buildings, to assets in specific categories of 
location such as assets below the 1m contour, assets on floodplains and valley bottoms, assets on 
the coastal edge and archaeological sites in upland environments. Each of these assets was 
assessed in terms of the likely severity and extent of climate change impacts. The scale of the 
impact is measured from limited, accorded a score of 1, to extensive attributed a score of 5. The 
severity of the impact is measured on a scale from negative, with large being attributed a score of -
3, through to moderate -2 to small -1, then neutral a score of 0 to positive, small, moderate and 
large with the latter having a score of +3. The sensitivity of the asset to Climate change was then 
assessed; on a scale of not sensitive, - possible to conserve and repair given a score of 0, to 
highly sensitive, - once lost/irreplaceable with a score of 5. The overall severity of impact was 
given a score by multiplying the extent score by the severity score and then that result by the 
sensitivity score. This produced a score ranging from -75 highly negative to +75 highly positive. 
 
Overall risk matrix for the 12 categories of assets was produced assessing the vulnerability of the 
assets against the following climate change outcomes; warmer mean temperatures, hotter drier 
summers, warmer wetter winters/wetter summers more frequent extreme weather. The assets 
most at risk were those below 1m contour, on the foreshore, on flood plains and valley bottoms 
and historic landscapes as a result of storm surges and sea level rise. Historic buildings were also 
at risk from flooding. The impact on historic landscapes was more widespread than any other 
category. For each category of assets the relevant risks were identified. For instance with historic 
buildings flooding, migration of pests and moulds affecting decoration and fittings, clay shrinking 
affecting buildings with shallow foundations, freeze-thaw, damp damage and thermal expansion 
/contraction are all potential effects. 
 
Initiatives are already in place to respond to these challenges and include Cadw’s grant aid 
programme to the four Archaeological Trusts in Wales to record and survey sites at risk where 
conservation is not possible, rescue archaeology on threatened sites and Afordir, a community 
based initiative which is identifying and recording archaeological sites around the Welsh coastline, 
Recognising that we cannot “save” everything this strategic approach helps inform difficult future 
decisions as to whether individual assets can be saved and where the funds should be directed to 
conserve the historic assets. The methodology and evidence approach is readily transferrable to 
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other regions, The Historic Environment Group is furthering this work through further research and 
assessment. 
 
The National Trust Approach to preparing for Climate Change – Paul Southall, 
Environmental Advisor NT 
 
Paul Southall gave a background introduction to the National Trust, stating it was established for 
the purpose of promoting the permanent preservation for the benefit of the nation of lands and 
buildings of beauty and historic interest. They owned 700 miles of coastline, 300 mansions, 88 
castles, 250,000 hectares of land and 29,000 buildings. Their sites received 15m visits a year, they 
had 3.88m members and employed 5,000 staff. 
Climate change impacts of: 

 Warmer temperatures 

 Drought 

 Heavy rainfall 

 Storms & high winds 

 Erosion 

 Flash flooding 

 UV damage 
 
Energy costs were rising, the NT spending £6.5m on energy last year. The NT was doing studies 
and research into how they can tackle these impacts in a practical manner. 
The cost of addressing rainwater is increasing daily, the drain water spouts on many of their 
buildings are over 100 years old and were never designed to cope with the current volume of 
rainwater. Need to clear out the gutters more frequently, increasing need to train people in 
maintenance. 
 
In response to the growing problem of Ultra Violet they have taken an adaptive response to reduce 
impact through putting films on windows and also using heavily lined curtains and blinds to help 
address the problem. They have a lot of chandeliers which have a lot of lights which give out heat 
and UV. They have worked with a company to develop a new type of light bulb which does not 
give out UV and generates far less heat, but lasts four times as long as the traditional bulb. They 
only use 3 watts per hour compared to 40 watts per hour of the traditional bulb. 
They have undertaken an energy audit of all their properties to get a baseline and have set a 
target to reduce by 20% energy use by 2020. They are also seeking to get half their energy from 
renewable sources. They are looking at energy efficiency first, then at renewable ways of 
generating their own energy. They are using hydro -electric schemes at a number of their sites. At 
their properties at Cragside, Northumberland and Aberdulais Falls in South Wales, all the 
electricity is provided through their own hydro- electric schemes in the case of Aberdulais through 
the use of the original water wheel. They have used solar panels at a number of sites including 
Llanerchaeron, where panels were placed on farm buildings which generate all the electricity for 
the site. With a 300year old holiday cottage they have put in a bio mass heating scheme. 
 
The NT is adopting an adaptive response to erosion, there are 169 NT properties that could lose 
land over the next 100 years due to erosion, there are 126 coastal properties at risk from tidal 
flooding. The drying out of peat could generate additional carbon emissions; this has yet to be 
addressed. 
Details of the case studies the NT have done on addressing the challenges of climate change can 
be found on their web site: www.ntenvironmentalwork.net   
 
Offaly 3D Laser Scanning Project – Amanda Pedlow, Heritage Officer, Offaly County 
Council 
 
Over 4000 archaeological sites had been recorded within an archaeological field  
survey in County Offaly. This has raised concerns about the acceleration of decay of  
the stonework of some of the monuments and those with carvings in particular.  
Three sites in particular were selected for the preparation of conservation plans: 

 Rahan, a monastic enclosure with Romanesque buildings 

 Durrow 

http://www.ntenvironmentalwork.net/
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 Lemanaghan 
 
It was decided to undertake 3D laser scans of the carvings on the windows and doors of the two 
churches. One window had 24 heads of bishops and monks with animal heads on the other side. 
The 3D images can be twisted round so you can see more detail, and generally you can see far 
more than you can by looking at the carvings in real life. These images (along with the 
conservation plans) have been put on the county heritage web site www.offaly.ie/heritage  
 
The 9th century high cross at Tihilly has been similarly scanned. The cross is next to two ancient 
ash trees which some archaeologists would like to remove/cut back but the balance has to be 
called as these are a pair of champion ash trees highly rated by the natural heritage community.  
The 14ft high Durrow High Cross dating from around  880 AD was suffering from weathering from 
being out of doors and has now been moved from a monastic graveyard to inside an 18th century 
church. The high cross has been scanned and visitors and users of the web site can click on each 
panel for an explanation which is an effective method of interpretation. 
The intention is to rescan the monuments in 10-15 years’ time, to monitor the degree of erosion. 
The presentation included video footage of the scans downloaded from the web site. 
 
 

3. Discussion Workshops 
 
Workshop A: Mitigation measures to reduce carbon emissions 
 
The questions were posed: 

 What Mitigation Measures can be taken by the tourism & Heritage Sectors? 

 How do we monitor the effectiveness of these measures? 

 How do we improve the knowledge of those working in the tourism and heritage sectors of 
the opportunities to take mitigation measures in the areas they work in? 

 How can we motivate businesses and staff to take mitigation measures? 
 
The discussion group first identified who were the key partners in their regions. These were 
identified as: 

 Municipalities/local authorities 

 Private sector businesses 

 Host communities 

 Water & Environmental bodies 

 Universities, HE Institutions, and other educational bodies 

 Enthusiasts 

 National & International partners 
 
To get these partners to work together we needed to encourage grassroots initiatives, and benefits 
in terms of “carrots” and subsidies. Standards could be raised through the use of quality indicators 
and awards. 
 
It was considered that local authorities and regional authorities should take the lead. It was felt that 
the best way to encourage mitigation measures was through destination management and the use 
of implementation plans. Better methodologies and good practice guides were needed. Success 
would be a successful partnership working to improve the sustainability of a destination. 
 
Workshop B: Adapting to the direct impact of climate change 
 
The following questions were posed: 

 What actions can be taken to improve our understanding of the likely impacts of climate 
change on the heritage and tourism sectors? 

 How can we make those working in the tourism and heritage sectors more aware of the 
potential impacts of climate change? 

 What adaptation measures need to be taken in the different regions represented by 
delegates? 

http://www.offaly.ie/heritage
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 What do you consider to be the top 3 priorities for adapting to climate change in the regions 
represented at the workshop? 

 
There is a need to apply the research at the local level to influence policy and decision makers. 
There is a need for a systematic approach such as that adopted by the Association of Traditional 
Buildings who are developing a tool for the assessment of historic buildings. Applying new 
methods can only be done after careful consideration. There is a need to circulate research papers 
and invite the different regions to add relevant specific research 
 
There is a need to monitor the impact of climate change on visitor behaviour and assess the 
impact on demand for the different tourism products. Cultural tourism can be year round we need 
to promote all weather attractions. 
 
The priorities for the different regions were discussed. In Sweden the priority was risk research into 
identifying the infrastructure that was at risk from climate change. In Ireland action was taken at 
the national rather than regional level and the priorities were flood mapping and energy use in 
public buildings. In Latvia the concerns were coastal erosion at resorts, building renovations and 
the development of combined heat and power plants. There was however a lack of research on 
“climate change” impacts and relatively little public discussion of the issue. The need to educate 
professional architects/engineers and craftsmen in traditional building skills was highlighted. In the 
UK the priority was encourage householders to take up energy efficiency measures, there was a 
lot of research, but it needs to be brought together for public/grassroots access. 
 
South Pelion was mentioned. It might only cost one unit to prevent fires, but 100 units to fight fires 
and a 1,000 to undertake restoration. The problem was that politicians want capital interventions – 
physical measures – rather than soft measures. We need to reduce CO2 emissions without 
impacting on tourism value. 
 
The top priorities were identified as: 

 Building a strategic approach to making better use of the research available 

 Finding a common language to share findings and make them accessible and applicable. 

 Addressing the issue of flooding from extreme weather events 

 Ensuring visitors are better informed 

 Addressing issue of water shortage in the Mediterranean Countries 

 Assessing the role of price incentives to modify behaviour 
 

4. Session 2: The role of Destination Management in preparing 
tourism destinations for climate change 

 
The Welsh Model - Peter Cole, Regional Strategy Director, Capital Region Tourism & 
Secretary of ECTN 
 
 Peter Cole stated that climate change was posing real challenges for Cultural Destinations. Direct 
impacts include extreme weather events, seasonal change, biodiversity change, the resilience of 
the assets, infrastructure, access and capacity. Mitigation measures can also have an impact 
through the visual impacts of wind farms, transport is a key issue, initiatives to encourage visitors 
to use public transport if not planned with taking account of visitor needs can fail. The example of 
the shuttle bus service for walkers provided by the Brecon Beacons National Park Authority when 
first introduced didn’t allow sufficient time for walkers to climb the higher mountains.  Impacts of 
adaptive change such as flood and sea defences can have a detrimental impact if not designed 
sensitively. 
 
In Wales we have gone down the line of developing, managing and marketing destinations. What 
is a destination, - we need to think from a visitor’ perspective. Destinations are distinctly 
recognisable areas where tourists visit and stay and where tourism revenue is significant to the 
economy which is serviced by both the public and private sectors. It can be a country such as 
Wales, a region such as Snowdonia, a city, town or village or a major attraction. 
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Destination Management is the co-ordination of all the activities and services which impact on 
visitors and their enjoyment of a destination. It involves a clear direction, vision and leadership 
delivered in partnership. It involves the following elements: 

 Relating tourism to the environmental and cultural capacity and resilience 

 Business support, training and networking 

 Relating tourism to land-use planning and development control 

 Public Realm management and maintenance 

 Product knowledge and data collecting 

 Investment promotion 

 Local information provision 

 Destination marketing/promotion 

 Infrastructure, transport, access, signposting and other services 

 Community Liaison & Engagement 

 Research & Monitoring 
 
The aim is to promote sustainable growth ensuring that visitors bring community benefits without 
conflict; support an intact and improved environment and bring improved enterprise performance 
and income whilst leaving visitors satisfied and willing to repeat or recommend visiting the 
destination. The challenge is how can we improve the quality of the visitor experience at our 
destinations and therefore our repeat and recommendation levels at a time when budgets are 
decreasing and competition is increasing. 
 
The Destination Partnership brings together the local authority, the Community, the Trade, the 
Regional Tourism Partnership and Visit Wales to address the needs of the destination.  It is an 
organic approach that recognises that the needs, expectations and anticipated benefits vary 
greatly between destinations. No one size fits all. He quoted the example of the Pembrokeshire 
Destination Partnership where there is a core group which meets every 3 months & provides Task 
and Finish Groups, a key stakeholder group; involving community councils, Cadw, Chamber of 
Commerce etc meeting twice a year and a wider stakeholder group involving tourism businesses, 
Forestry Commission, Welsh Water etc. 
 
Destination Management Plans provide a compass to where the destination should be moving to 
rather than a map. Destination Management Plans should be developed via the partnership, 
address weaknesses through a destination audit, lead to an improvement in visitor experiences, be 
agreed by all stakeholders and be used as evidence for funding applications. Visit Wales has 
developed a Destination Management Online Toolkit which provides stakeholders with tools to 
develop: 

 Destination Partnerships 

 Destination Audits 

 Destination Management Plans 
It also provides a platform for destination partnerships and other thematic groups to share 
information. The web site is: www.dmwales.com  
 
Achieving effective Destination Management on the ground – George Brookes, Destination 
Manager, Conwy County Borough Council 
 
George Brookes gave a snap shot of the importance of tourism to the local economy. It contributed 
£558m to the Conwy economy and over 10,820 jobs both direct and indirect. Set out a vision for 
Conwy to be an excellent visitor experience. It has 3 attack brands: 

 Historic Town of Conwy 

 The resort of Llandudno  

 Betws-y-Coed 
The products’ it offers includes: 

 Heritage 

 Outdoors & Adventure tourism 

 Business Tourism 

 Coastal Tourism 

 The Arts 

http://www.dmwales.com/
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 Food 

 Sports Tourism 
They recognised that they needed to improve the destination. They embarked on a series of 
consultations with the stakeholders. They had to agree roles and responsibilities between the local 
authority, the trade and other key stakeholders. Traditionally they used to invite the Trade to an 
annual meeting at which the trade grumbled about the local authority failures.  They have now 
created 3 groups, a wider Destination Management Forum involving the trade, who then elect a 
steering group based on sector and geographic locality. There is then a Destination Management 
Board consisting of an internal group from within the local authority plus the independent chair of 
the steering group. Communication between the Trade and the local authority has improved 
tremendously, with the Trade knowing who to contact in the authority to get problems resolved. It 
requires good teamwork and a clear direction from the Board and steering group, linked to a strong 
desire to succeed. 
The steering group did an audit of the destination and then created a destination wish list, which 
they took to the Destination Management Board which they brought back as a 1 year action plan. 
The climate change aspects of the Destination Management Plan need to be strengthened. Now 
the trade recognise the benefits of the destination management approach they are more receptive 
to issues relating to climate change and the environment. Conwy produced the first destination 
management partnership in Wales, now people want to be involved because they recognise it is of 
benefit to them. The Destination Partnership is now looking at issues before they become 
significant. Funding comes from Visit Wales, the EU and the local authority.                                         

 
 

5. Discussion Workshops 
 
Workshop C: Achieving “buy in” to a partnership approach 
 
Who are the key partners? These were identified as: 

 Farmers & landowners 

 Transport providers (including cycle hire businesses) 

 Businesses & Entrepreneurs 

 Tourist Information Centres 

 Local & Regional Authorities (they can act as leaders) 

 Tourism Associations 

 Accommodation Providers & Attraction Operators 

 Universities & Educational Institutions 

 The Media 
How do we get them to work together? 

 Get some people together who might gain different things from the partnership individually 
within a corporate structure 

 Must get stakeholders to see a benefit by working together; I have something you need – 
you have something I need 

 Giving stakeholders “a say” and enabling them to make a difference 

 A single successful event leads to more events and success, the process is incremental 

 Good purposeful meetings especially initially 

 Size of the destination area may be critical 

 Quality of the lead officer 

 Need the support and encouragement of the Chief Executive within the local/regional 
authority if they are taking the lead 

In your area which organisation is best suited to take the lead on Destination Management? 

 Offaly –the counties should lead in Ireland 

 Wales – the local authorities 

 Vasta Gotaland, Sweden – there is no identity as a region, the best leader would depend 
on the destination 

 Romania – one local authority could lead on behalf of the others 

 Latvia – Vidzeme Tourism Association can lead as a private company with private and 
public elements coming together 
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 Veneto, Italy – the region is best to lead with the strategic planning, within this some towns 
and areas could have a local leadership 

 South Pelion, Greece – Cooperation of all the authorities within South Pelion, the benefits 
of good Destination Management impinge on the local community as well as the visitor 

 Good destination management is about sense of place 
How can you build a good Destination Management System including climate change mitigation 
and adaptation? 

 You start with the benefits of DM – then develop the climate change adaptation and 
mitigation 

 Avoid the word “tourism” 

 What you do within your 4 walls is affected by other attractions – so how do you work with 
them 

 Tourism businesses need to be convinced that sustainability brings financial benefits 

 First step is for regional authorities to talk to municipalities 

 “Tidy Towns” initiative in Offaly, focus was on “waste minimisation” now a competition 
between towns based on a points system, 895 towns and settlements took part in 2012 in 
Ireland 

 “Labels” may be worth pursuing at Euro level, it’s a “signal” 

 Everything cold be assessed through climate change adaptation and mitigation – transport, 
tourism, leisure, education 

What will success look like? 

 A quantifiable change 

 A cultural change – not immediately obvious but can lead to success 

 Need for internal and external performance indicators 
 
Workshop D: Implementation 
 
How do we convince stakeholders of the need to include climate change mitigation and adaptation 
measures in DM? 

 We need to make the evidence credible, there is the issue of the UK climate projections 
forecasting warmer drier summers whilst we have been experiencing warmer wetter 
summers and drier winters 

 Making the presentation of the evidence relevant to each audience 

 The issue of the media only want news about what is the current topic 

 We need to use existing heritage and tourism networks 

 Stakeholders must be clear about the benefits to them, it must be perceived as “win win” 
situation 

Attitude to Climate Change in the partner regions 

 In Venice flooding from high tides is becoming an increasing problem, some people like 
walking around in boots 

 In Romania winter ski resorts are suffering from less snow, not entirely convinced that the 
problems are entirely down to climate change 

 In Sweden getting back to the idea that it is OK to wear woolly jumpers 
How do we introduce adaptation measures? 

 Issues of flooding, forest fires and extreme weather events highlights need to take action 
on climate change adaptation 

 Flood mapping is undertaken in Ireland but there is no “all-Ireland” strategy 

 There is a need to build up a strategic approach to research 

 There is a need for an over-arching strategy for climate change adaptation and mitigation 

 Issue of landslides resulting from climate change impacts 

 Restoration measures cost a 1,000 times more than adaptation measures 

 There are no climate change mitigation and adaptation plans in place in Romania and 
Latvia 
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6. Conclusion  
 
The delegates were asked what are the challenges in transferring the approaches we are taking in 
Wales in preparing the tourism and heritage sectors for climate change to your region and which 
approaches do you consider to be particularly relevant to your region? 

 Latvian delegates felt that people needed to be “educated” in their region about the issues 
and why we need to undertake climate change adaptation and mitigation measures. They 
liked the strategic thinking.  There was however an existing concern about coastal erosion 

 Irish delegates found the presentations on traditional buildings and the work the National 
Trust was doing to be particularly useful 

 Swedish delegate found the strategic approach to climate change useful 

 The CHARTS project director pointed that Wales and ECTN were donors of this good 
practice and South Pelion, Ireland, Sweden and Bulgaria were potential recipients. If it is to 
be transferred the decision making authorities have to commit to it. 

 The delegates expressed preference for a web based tool kit that provided links to useful 
research 

 
 

7. Site Visits and Activities 
 
Prior to the seminar on the Sunday evening a tour of Plas Mawr, an Elizabethan Town House in 
the care of Cadw was provided with a first person interpretation and ghost tour. Following the 
seminar a guided tour of Conwy Castle and refurbished visitor centre was undertaken, to illustrate 
Cadw’s national interpretation strategy and approach to interpreting this World Heritage Site. The 
meals at the hotel during the course of the seminar, all featured a range of local food products. 
 
 

8. Local Participation   
 
An invitation was sent to members of the Wales Sustainable Tourism Forum and North Wales 
Cultural Tourism Partnership to ensure a local perspective to the discussions at the seminar.  
 
 

9. Post Seminar 
 

It was clear that the seminar contained a number of sub elements of good practice some of 
which would be relatively easy to transfer within the time scale allowed, others far more difficult; 
also some of these elements related to several good practices. For this reason a matrix has 
been set out in the table below to reflect this. 
 

Climate Change Good 
Practice sub element 

Relationship to other 
CHARTS good 
practices 

Ease/difficulty of transfer 

Impact of Climate Change 
on Welsh Visitor Economy 

No direct relationship Difficult to undertake within timescale 
because it requires significant 
research to be available on climate 
change projections and to be under 
taken on the relationship between 
climatic conditions and visitor 
behaviour. 
A similar study is already being 
undertaken in Romania the 
SALVATUR Project forecast to take 3 
years (see seminar preparation sheet 
from NIRD) 
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Sustainable Tourism 
Indicators In Wales 

Quality Criteria Difficult - requires a Tourism Impact 
Model to be already in place which 
can be modified to measure 
environmental impacts of tourism. 
 

Measures to minimise the 
impact posed by climate 
change in the historic 
buildings of Wales 

Traditional skills Medium to easy depending on how 
similar traditional building techniques 
used in Wales are to the other partner 
regions. Methodology can be 
transferred subject to resources 

Preparing for climate 
change in the Historic 
Environment 

Access to heritage 
Host Communities 
Effective Partnerships 

The methodology can be relatively 
easily transferred, and applied not 
only to landscapes and heritage 
assets but also to heritage 
destinations. It can be undertaken 
within the timescale but would need 
either staff resources or sufficient 
funds to commission consultants.  

The National Trust approach 
to preparing for climate 
change 

Access to Heritage This is a transfer suitable for partners 
who have ownership of a number of 
heritage buildings. There are an 
extensive range of case studies on 
the NT web site. Undertaking a pilot 
project within the timescale would be 
possible subject to resources being 
available, 

Offaly 3D Laser Scanning 
Project 

Access to Heritage This is a project that is easily 
transferrable within the timescale 
providing that the archaeology site 
survey data is available to identify 
monuments with stone carving 
suffering from accelerated erosion 
due to climate change impacts such 
as increased heavy rainfall. The only 
issues are costs and availability of 
technical expertise.  
 

Destination Management Access to Heritage 
Effective Partnerships 
Host Communities 
Quality Criteria 
Visitor Information 
Place Marketing 
Cultural Routes 
Promotion of local 
goods & Gastronomy 
Cycling Tourism 

This touches upon all the CHARTS 
good practices. It is easily 
transferrable on the basis of piloting in 
a specific destination. The only issue 
will be whether the climate change 
adaptation and mitigation measures 
can be made stronger enough in the 
first year 

 
It should be pointed out that whilst some of the sub elements contribute to other good practices, 
the transfer relates to only the climate change good practice. 
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APPENDIX 1 
CLIMATE CHANGE PREPARATION QUESTIONNAIRES 

 
 

Midland Regional Authority Ireland 
 
What research has been done into projecting the impact of Climate Change on your region 
or country?  
 

1. Climate Change is one of the principal thematic areas covered by the EPA STRIVE 

Research Programme 2007-2013. In March 2007 the Department of Environment 
Heritage and Local Government allocated €8 million to the EPA specifically for a Climate 
Change Research Programme. This funding is provided by the Inter-Departmental 
Committee for the Strategy for Science Technology and Innovation. A programme of 
research has been approved following wide ranging consultation. 

2. The above programme is directed at addressing specific knowledge gaps of direct 

relevance to the National Climate Change Strategy 2007-2012 prepared by the 
Department of Environment Heritage and Local Government. The first call for research 
proposals was announced in June 2007. Smaller scale project and fellowship calls were 
also made in 2008, 2009, 2010 and 2011. 

 
3. In 2009, The Dept of the Environment published a Framework for Climate Change Draft 

Bill. No legislation has been passed yet.  There was a public consultation on development 
of a national climate policy earlier this year which closed on 30 April 2012. The aim is to 
have a Climate Bill by end of 2012. 

 
Has any of this research been developed to forecast the impact on the Heritage 
Environment or the Tourism Economy? 
 
The Heritage Council & Fáilte Ireland issued a report in April 2009 entitled “Climate change, 
Heritage & Tourism: Implications for Ireland’s Coast & Inland Waterways” 
Fáilte Ireland report 2008 “Visitor attitudes on the environment – Wind Farms”  
 
What are the key issues facing your region with regard to the impact of climate change and 
what work has been done to assess the risks to the Heritage Environment and Tourism? 
 
Biodiversity: Ireland is already experiencing large scale habitat loss. Many plant, insect, bird and 
animal species, and the habitats upon which these depend are highly sensitive to changes in 
temperature and water availability which can lead to impoverished biodiversity. 
 
Water Pollution: More intense rainfall patterns are expected to result in increased runoff. This will 
carry increased sediment and nutrient loads into waterways. More regular flood events will put 
increasing pressure on sewage treatment plants in systems that integrate rainwater runoff. (The 
closure of certain beaches on west coast recently due to poor water quality was attributed to the 
sediment being disturbed by heavy rainfall) 
The repercussions of a reduced water quality will have a profound impact on the drinking water 
supply in certain areas. It will also render some of the water bodies unsuitable for certain 
recreational purposes including angling. 
 
Who are the partners you will need to work with to transfer the best practice? 
 
Local Authorites (implementation of Water Framework Directive) 
Fáilte Ireland 
Heritage Council 
OPW 
What can your organisation do to address the issue of preparing for climate change? 
Assist in development of policy. For example, location of windfarms. 
 
 

http://www.epa.ie/researchandeducation/research/research/
http://www.epa.ie/researchandeducation/research/research/
http://www.environ.ie/en/Environment/Atmosphere/ClimateChange/
http://www.environ.ie/en/Environment/Atmosphere/ClimateChange/
http://www.environ.ie/en/Environment/Atmosphere/ClimateChange/NationalClimateChangeStrategy/
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National Research & Development Institute, Romania 
 
What research has been done into projecting the impact of Climate Change on your region 
or country?  

1) SALVATUR - System of Analysis and Assessment of the Vulnerability and 
Adaptative Capacity to Climate Change in Tourism Sector: A Case Study for Predeal, 
Eforie Nord and Vatra Dornei Resorts, Grant CNCSIS, Project Cod: TE_94; Contract no. 
30/28.07.2010; Total amount: 290.310 lei; Duration: 36 months; Project Manager: Camelia 
Surugiu. 

2) Nucleus Programme – The Impact of Climate Change on Tourism Activity in 
Romania 2007 – 2011; ; Project Manager: Camelia Surugiu. 

3) Framework Programme 6 of European Commission – Climate Change and Variability 
Impact on Central and Eastern Europe (CLAVIER), (contract no. 037013), 2006-2009, 
coordinator Max Planck Institute of Meteorology, http://www.clavier-eu.org/?q=node. 

4) Various other projects finished by the National Administration of Meteorology, Institute of 
Geography – Romanian Academy, National Institute of Hydrology and Water Management 
finished in various grant financed by the European Commission (FP6, FP7, South East 
Europe, Programme), but also through national research programme.  

5) Romania’s National Climate Change Strategy 2011-2020, Romanian Ministry of 
Environment and Forests (MMP) and the Dutch Government’s Agency for Sustainability, 
Innovation and International Cooperation (NL Agency). 

6) The Climate Change Adaptation Strategy 2011-2020, Romanian Ministry of Environment 
and Forests (MMP) and the Dutch Government’s Agency for Sustainability, Innovation and 
International Cooperation (NL Agency). 

 
Has any of this research been developed to forecast the impact on the Heritage 
Environment or the Tourism Economy? 
 
Yes, all the above three mentioned projects concentrates on developing forecasts on the impact of 
climate change on various Romanian tourism destination (seaside tourism, mountain tourism, spa 
tourism). The most important research study regards the impact of climate change on two main 
destinations:  

 Prahova Valley – mountain and winter sports tourism, with a special emphasis on Predeal 
resort;  

 Black Sea Coast – seaside tourism; with a special emphasis on Eforie Nord resort. 
 
What are the key issues facing your region with regard to the impact of climate change and 
what work has been done to assess the risks to the Heritage Environment and Tourism? 
 

- Tourism activities will have a different seasonality 
- Tourists will experience thermal discomfort  
- There will be more health hazards 
- Resorts will experience larger heating and cooling costs  
- Resorts will be overcrowded in certain areas, and largely unoccupied in other areas 
- Tourism income will decrease in affected areas, but it could increase in favoured areas 
- Winter sports resorts will have less snow, and will have extra costs for producing artificial 

snow 
- Winter tourist season will be shorter 
- Tourism units will have increased costs related to insurance and restricted activity 
- Extreme weather events will affect infrastructure, historical patrimony, architectural 

patrimony and seasonality 
- Seaside tourism will be affected by the loss of beach areas, coastal erosion and higher 

seafront maintenance costs 
- Natural tourist attractions will sustain damages 

 
In order to assess the risks of climate change impact on tourism sector, the efforts were mainly 
focused on research studies and elaboration of National Climate Change Strategy 2011-2020 and 
Climate Change Adaptation Strategy 2011-2020 which have a special chapter dedicated to tourism 
sector. 

http://www.clavier-eu.org/?q=node
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Who are the partners you will need to work with to transfer the best practice? 
 
All partners in the project 
 
What can your organisation do to address the issue of preparing for climate change? 
 

 A complete research study regarding the vulnerability and adaptative capacity to climate 
change in tourism sector (case study for Predeal, Eforie Nord and Vatra Dornei resorts) 

 A set of adaptation measures to climate change impact for Romanian tourism sector and 
a special focus on three case studie => Predeal – mountain resort, Eforie Nord – seaside 
resort and Vatra Dornei – spa resort. 

 Awareness strategy regarding the impact of climate change on tourism sector. 
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APPENDIX 2 
WEB LINKS FOR RELEVANT RESEARCH 

 
 

Organisation Topics  Web Site 

CHARTS Power Point Presentations from seminar 
Web based tool kit (from April 2013) 
Other CHARTS thematic seminar reports 
during 2013  

www.charts-interreg4c.eu 

ECTN As above plus: 
Impact of Climate Change on the Welsh Visitor 
Economy Report, Visit Wales, Welsh 
Government 
 
Sustainable Tourism Indicators In Wales: 
Progress & Potential Paper, WERU, Cardiff 
University 
 
Preparing for Climate Change in the Historic 
Environment, Historic Environment Group (to 
be available from March 2013) 
 

www.ectn.eu.com 

Visit Wales, 
Welsh 
Government 

Destination Management  www.dmwales.com 

Visit England Destination Management http://www.visitengland.org/
england-tourism-
industry/DestinationManager
Toolkit/ 

National Trust  www.ntenvironmentalwork.n
et 

DEFRA, UK 
Government 

UK Climate Change Projections 2009 http://www.defra.gov.uk/publ
ications/2011/03/28/pb13274-
uk-climate-projections-
090617/ 

UNWTO Climate Change http://sdt.unwto.org/en/conte
nt/climate-change-tourism 

European 
Union 

Climate change policies http://ec.europa.eu/clima/poli
cies/brief/eu/index_en.htm 
 

European 
Environment 
Agency 

Climate Change http://www.eea.europa.eu/t
hemes  
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.charts-interreg4c.eu/
http://www.ectn.eu.com/
http://www.dmwales.com/
http://www.ntenvironmentalwork.net/
http://www.ntenvironmentalwork.net/
http://www.defra.gov.uk/publications/2011/03/28/pb13274-uk-climate-projections-090617/
http://www.defra.gov.uk/publications/2011/03/28/pb13274-uk-climate-projections-090617/
http://www.defra.gov.uk/publications/2011/03/28/pb13274-uk-climate-projections-090617/
http://www.defra.gov.uk/publications/2011/03/28/pb13274-uk-climate-projections-090617/
http://sdt.unwto.org/en/content/climate-change-tourism
http://sdt.unwto.org/en/content/climate-change-tourism
http://ec.europa.eu/clima/policies/brief/eu/index_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/clima/policies/brief/eu/index_en.htm
http://www.eea.europa.eu/themes
http://www.eea.europa.eu/themes
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APPENDIX 3 
Seminar Programme 

 
CHARTS CLIMATE CHANGE SEMINAR  
Venue: Plas Mawr, Conwy, North Wales 
 
Sunday 23rd of September 
17:00 to 18:00: Check In At Castle Hotel, Conwy 
18: 30: Reception & Tour of Plas Mawr 
20:00: Dinner & Welcome by Marilyn Lewis, Director of Cadw and Dewi Davies, Regional Strategy 
Director, Tourism Partnership North Wales 
 
Monday 24th of September  
9:00: Introduction by Chair of the Seminar, Marilyn Lewis, Director of Cadw, Welsh Government  
9:05 Welcome by Mayor of Conwy: Cedric Rigal  
9:10 Lead Partner, Mr Kostas Papamarkakis, Chair of the Municipal Council of South Pelion 
9:15 Introduction to the CHARTS Project, aims approach and expected results by Manos 
Vougioukas Project Coordinator 
9:30:Climate Change & Tourism Overview: Nigel Adams ECTN   
 
Session 1: Identifying and addressing the risks posed by Climate Change to our Historic 
Environment.  
9:40:  Impact of Climate Change and Measures to minimise the impact of Climate Change in the 
Historic Buildings of Wales: John Edwards Assistant Director Properties in care.  
9:55: Preparing for Climate Change in the Historic Environment: Jill Bullen, Senior Landscape 
Specialist, Countryside Council For Wales. 
10:15: The National Trust Approach to preparing for Climate Change Paul Southall, Environmental 
Advisor, National Trust. 
10-30 Offaly 3D Laser Scanning Project: Amanda Pedlow, Heritage Officer, Offaly County Council 
10-40: Coffee 
11:10: Workshops  
       Stream A: Mitigation measures to reduce carbon emissions  
       Stream B: Adapting to the direct impact of climate change  
12:00: Report Back of Workshops 
12:30: Lunch as a cultural experience 
 
Session 2: The role of Destination Management In preparing tourism destinations for 
climate change 
13:30:  The Welsh model – Peter Cole, Regional Strategy Director, Capital Region Tourism and 
ECTN Board Member 
14:00: Achieving effective destination management on the ground: George Brookes, Destination 
Manager, Conwy County Borough Council  
14:30 Workshop 3 
Stream C: Achieving ‘buy in’ to a partnership approach 
Stream D: Implementation 
15:30: Report back of workshops 
15:45: Tea 
 
Session 3: Transferring Best Practice 
16:00: Transferring Best Practice Workshops 
16:45: Report Back 
 
17:00: Conclusion & summing up by the Chair 
17:15: Seminar Closes 
17:30: Tours of Conwy Castle and Town Walls 
19:30: Dinner Castle Hotel 
 

INTERREG IVC CHARTS Project 
Culture & Heritage Added-value to Regional policies for Tourism Sustainability 
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APPENDIX 4 
 
 

List of Delegates 
 
 

Nigel Adams ECTN 

John Winton ECTN 

Marilyn Lewis Cadw 

Julie Perkins Cadw 

John Edwards Cadw 

Jill Bullen Countryside Council for Wales 

Charlotte Barnett Countryside Council for Wales 

Peter Cole Capital Region Tourism & ECTN 

George Brookes Conwy County Borough Council 

Paul Southall National Trust 

Howard Sutcliffe Denbighshire County Council 

Kostas Papamarkakis South Pelion Municipal Council, Greece 

Mahi Kostiba South Pelion Municipal Council, Greece 

Sofia Aretha South Pelion Municipal Council, Greece 

Manos Vougioukas  MCU & South Pelion Municipal Council 

Leva Treija Vidzeme Tourism Association & MCU 

Ernestis Libretis Valka Municipal Council Latvia 

Inese Timermane Aloja Municipal Council Latvia 

Laura Lulle Gulbene Municipal Council, Latvia 

Anna Kupce Vidzeme Tourism Association, Latvia 

Carlogea Alina 
Nat. Institute for Research & Development in Tourism, 
Romania 

Surugia Camelia 
Nat. Institute for Research & Development in Tourism, 
Romania 

Sarah Morgan Midland Regional Authority, Ireland 

Amanda Pedlow Offaly County Council 

Birgitta Adler Region Vastra Gotaland, Sweden 

Klara Strandberg Region Vastra Gotaland, Sweden 

Giuseppe Voltolina Veneto Region, Italy 

Kirsty Henderson Denbighshire County Council 

Carol Smith  Denbighshire County Council 

  

  

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


